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ARVIND NAGAR 

SAGAR 

NEERSAGAR 

NUGGIKERI 

ROYAL PALACE 

PRABHU  B.  ANGADI WEDS….at last 
ARVIND NAGAR:  Shri.Prabhu Angadi urf Prabhya has at last got a girl of his height, weight and chest. He was the only 1972 model who was 

not married and was known as shortest bachelor of the century. Now he is getting married on 26th of April with local girl called Namita. Girl seems 

to be ok for him as she is not much bothered about his age and she thinks he is very young looking at his height. Actually prabhya looks very young 

enough to be a big brother of pratham adur (son of prabhu angadi’s classmate). The marriage is scheduled at Green garden and angadi family has 

invited everyone who has tried too hard to find a girl for him. Those who have not tried also can come for the marriage. It will be the biggest event 

for Lingayat’s in hubli-dharwad Muncipal Corporation and all prominent Lingayat leaders are expected to attend this marriage. His parents are very 

excited as they were really fed up in searching girl for him. Prabhu who manages his livelihood mainly by earning interest and digging interest has 

earned enough to take care of wife. Though he is not stinking rich but still he stinks, when he eats star-ghutka over vodka. Anyway what really 

matters is, he is marrying and some one has at last agreed to marry him. Please attend the marriage…with presentation..  

Krishna Bhavan: Umesh Dushi is the active strike maker of 

Hubli for all issues without having any portfolio in any 

organization. He is JCB partner and close friend of prabhu angadi. 

He has uttered few good words for change towards prabhu angadi 

for finding a girl. He was more relieved than Prabhu angadi. 

Umesh is born opposition leader and hence opposes for 

everything what others do. He is very potential leader of the city 

and neglects others opinion. He has very good contact with press 

and presses them for his news. He creates issues and arranges 

strikes to make news for his press friends. He loves mosques and 

tombs. He likes instant strikes and good coverage. For every issue 

he is there to fight and he changes the dimension of the issue once 

enters into it. Police fears him, politician dears him and true 

friends bears him. He was not doing anything for his living before 

he took JCB earthmover. Now he thinks he is moving earth and is 

expecting some gold stone mine beneath his JCB. He operates 

JCB from wherever he is and doing some good business with that. 

Thanks to Kaustub for helping them with JCB.  

TRIAL … TAILOR…TRAILING  
 

Kurdikeri Building:  Praveen bagade urf mark tailor who has seen hardly 

dozen sunrises so far in this year has expressed his happiness about this 

marriage. He has failed to become gentleman tailor so far in his life and 

fed up with this he has opened new shop called GENTLE. He is known as 

trial tailor because once he stitches cloth it is like for trial, afterwards it 

definitely needs alteration. It has become never ending story and he has 

become trailing tailor. Very recently he has become father to a very cute 

girl baby and it seems she also sleeps very sound in daytime like her 

father. When doctor had asked him before the delivery of his wife whether 

he would like to have son or daughter, he though it is sun and he refused 

to have son. So the daughter is born. He hates sunrise to such extent that 

he will never allow son to arise in the family. Please Kaustubh explain 

him the difference between son and sun. He is now very busy in getting 

school uniform orders as he practices every year children clothes first and 

then stitches the elders. But even then he makes mistakes and few of his 

friends are going for readymade. Prabhu is likely to get ready-made 

clothes for the marriage though they are close friends. Both spends good 

time together with wine and dine in Sindhu and Aradhana hotel. They 

share each other’s feelings and talks about rest of the friends at their level. 

Praveen is very good in maintaining the friends and God bless his 

maintenance skill. 

KIDDING ……KAUSTYA 

Deshpande Nagar: Escort JCB grave digger (earth mover) seller 

Mr.Kaustubh Saunshikar has expressed his shock when he heard this 

news. Mr.Kaustubh, who has been selling fewer JCB Machines than 

purchasing for himself, has recently sold a machine to Prabhu angadi 

and Umesh. He was expecting Prabhu to concentrate on JCB machine 

rather than finding wife, According to him, wife is more costly to 

maintain than JCB. When asked about his recent purchase of 3
rd

 

machine, he said he can buy another ten and maintain them but it is 

very difficult to maintain single wife. According to him the only merit 

of having a wife-machine is, it gives birth to another machine where as 

JCB does not do so. He has pointed out six major differences between 

JCB and WIFE, which are as below. 

1. Wife needs servicing everyday and breakdown is predicted at least 3 

days in a month. 

2. For Wife there is no free service, you have to pay every time from 

your pocket only. 

3.Wife is the machine, which digs brain and flattens your life. 

4.Wife is the machine for which we have to pay when it works. But 

JCB earns when it works. 

5.For Wife- installments never end and EMI always increases.  

6. If you sell JCB when you don’t want, there are buyers and pay at 

least half of the price. But for wife…There are no buyers. Even if you 

pay.  Poor Kaustubh struggling to maintain one working wife despite 

of maintaining three working JCB.  

Kaustubh ………all the best man. 

Mts.PRASAD Pleased! 

MTS Colony: Mr.Prasad known as the only gentleman from 

MTS Colony and close associative of prabhu angadi has 

expressed his happiness over the selection of girl for prabhya. 

He is the one who has accompanied him for seeing so many 

girls and never got tired of it. He has seen so many girls with 

him that, if he had been bachelor, he would settled for a girl to 

himself. He is the real well-wisher of prabhya and true friend 

for him. Prasad has got good reputation among all the friends 

though he is from MTS colony and he is married to a MTS 

colony girl. He sells Manickchand for his livelihood but 

everybody spits Manickchand when they eat but he swallows. 

He is the one who keeps Manickchand at some corner of the 

mouth and drinks liters of Pepsi without touching the 

Manickchand. What ever may be his taste but he is sincere to 

prabhya and Manickchand. Very recently he had sailed in Star 

Libra cruise along with all India Manickchand salesmen 

between Bombay and Goa. During the course of sailing the 

few sharks in Arabic Sea have lost their sharp tooth in the 

process of eating the Manickchand spat by Manickchand sales 

men from the ship. Now sharks in Arabic sea are no more 

danger, they have become harmless penguins. Even the sea 

level has increased by 2 feet due to tons of Manickchand spat 

in the sea. The color of ocean has turned into brown for few 

days and was stinking. The oceanic pollution control board is 

seriously considering taking action if there mouth is not closed 

with few sachets of Manickchand. Mr Prasad is likely to go to 

Chennai to do the same before the marriage. Mr. Prasad will 

be finalizing catering/dresses/pendal/cards etc once he comes 

from Chennai. Prabhu really gets nervous if Prasad is not 

around. Prasad’s patience is to be appreciated for tolerating 

prabhu. God bless their friendship even after prabhu’s 

marriage  

Umesh Dushi .. UTTERS.. 
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                             MARUTI STUDIO 

            Contact for colourless photos 

                        9242130998       

FINANCE BY 

…..HDFC Bank….. 

Club Road: As everyone knows that prabhu angadi 

is the youngest moneylender in the city but for his 

marriage, he is taking loan from HDFC bank. Bank 

charges less interest than what prabhu and his father 

charges for their customers. There is also rumor that 

if prabhu’s father spends money for the marriage 

from his pocket, he may charge more interest than 

the bank. So prabhya has decided to knock the door 

of bank rather than his father’s.  HDFC bank is more 

pleased with him as he always deposits his earned 

interest in this bank only. Like prabhya the bank is 

also interested in interest rather than principal 

amount. Prabhya never asks his customer about the 

principal amount, he only wants monthly interest at 

the rate of 2 %. God knows what rate he is going to 

charge for Namita now. 

NO INTEREST!  ARE U INTERESTED? 

M.G.Market: Prabhu Angadi’s father has decided not to take interest from any customers for 

one month on the occasion of his last son’s marriage. He says that he is waving off the interest 

in good interest of business. According to him business will not be affected due to wave off as 

prabhu has hardly collected interest before the marriage, as he was busy in seeing the girls and 

hence one more month of non-collection of interest will not be a problem. More over his 

father has also decided not to collect interest for the fresh loan seekers in the month of 

marriage. Singh and Jabin have already applied for the loan.  

Farmers commit suicide 
Varoor: Two farmers have committed suicide other day in a nearby village of varoor. 

According to sources they were burdened by government loan and to clear that they have 

taken loan from prabhu angadi. Interest of prabhu Angadi’s loan was so high that they sold 

everything just to clear the interest amount. The principal loan amount has remained as it is. 

But suddenly finance minister yediyurappa has announced that they are going to wave off the 

government loan for the farmers. With this shocking news farmers went and requested prabhu 

angadi to wave off the loan as already they have sold out everything to give only interest. But 

prabhu was not interested and hence the farmers have decided to commit suicide. According 

to prabhu Yediyurappa is responsible for the suicide as he has waved off the loan. 

Sagar: The whole of Sagar city was shocked when the news of 

Prabhu Angadi’s marriage was announced. Sagar is the place where 

prabhya’s sister stays after marriage and he visits his mallikarjun 

mama (his sister’s husband) very frequently and mallikarjun mama 

also has tried hard to find a suitable girl for him but some how he 

could not get a girl of his height & ultimately Hubli girl got selected. 

But the Mallikarjun mama seems to be annoyed with prabhu for not 

selecting the girl from Sagar side.  But now the things have cooled 

down as prabhu has visited half dozen times to Sagar to please him. 

Prabhu always gives high priority to Sagar people and spends more 

money and energy for them. He makes every decision with the 

consent of his sister and mama. Except the girl selection, Sagar 

people will now make rest of the marriage decision. They are very 

rich and good people. Their hospitality is so good that prabhya wants 

to stay there always. At present they are getting high quality respect 

from prabhu but it would be interesting to watch whether prabhu will 

have same interest in Sagar people once he gets married.  

Mallikarjun Mama Mourns Anand Chanda- worry? 

Commissioner office: The gatekeeper to police commissioner office, 

policeman Anand Chandavari is one of the oldest friends of Prabhu Angadi. 

He was also very glad when prabhu got engaged but later on he started 

worrying about prabhu too much. This policeman does not like prabhu 

talking too much with his fiancée and he advises him not to become too 

close to her. He was pissed mainly because prabhu has stopped calling him 

when he gives the miss call but where as prabhu is attending only namita’s 

miss calls. Anya even started giving miss calls from different STD and 

expected prabhu to call back to those numbers. Anand is true friend of 

prabhu and he attends every party, which is given by anybody. And drinks 

whatever drink you offer him without hesitation and listens to every bodies 

nonsense because he is policeman.  

Sandy Delivered 
Srinagar: Good news! Sandeep 

joshi has delivered a girl baby … 

I mean his wife who was 

carrying since last nine months 

has at last delivered. Sandeep 

joshi – who sings like a saigal, 

got married bagalkot girl last 

year and was expecting baby in 

this year. It was not unexpected 

looking at his past experience. 
Previously he was working for 

Karnataka bank in Bangalore and 

now he is working for HDFC bank 

in Hubli. He has been delivering 

cheques and D.D to his customers 

so far and now it is his wife’s turn 

to deliver. When asked about 

how do you feel the newly born 
baby said she does not wanted to 

miss the prabhu uncle’s marriage 

and hence she is here to enjoy the 

marriage. This will be the first 

marriage she is attending after her 

birth. She missed her parent’s 

marriage by few months. Any 

way prabhu is happy to have one 

more guest. God bless the child. 

  NERVOUS 
NATHU! 

Arvind Nagar: Prashant Nathu is 

really nervous to hear this news. He 

has recently completed his 

journalism course and he is looking 

for job opportunity. His worry is, he 

can talk English, walk English and 

eat English but can’t write in 

English. And that is the reason he is 

yet to get job. If his oral knowledge 

would have been considered, he 

would have been journalist long 

before subhas hugar. But to become 

journalist one has to write and to 

write one has to sit. But he can’t   

sit; he simply rolls when he tries to 

sit. Poor FAT boy. 

But nathu has                not yet 

forgotten                           his desire 

for fast                                 food 

despite                                of   stay- 

-ing one                             week in        

bengeri.                             He was 

admitted in              bengeri for re 

habilitation, not that he drinks too 

much but for the fact that he eats too 

much. Off late he is called as Bean 

Bag as one really feels comfortable 

when hugs him. God bless the girl 

who marries him.  

Contact for 

DIGGING  

GRAVE 
9880002352 

Kastub 

Saunshikar 

 

MARUTI- PHOTOGRAPHER 
Veerapur Oni: Maruti -The photographer who was working as a part 

time photographer in Vijay Karnataka has become famous and 

costliest photographer in Hubli now. He started his career with black 

and white Kodak KB-100 camera and now he owns 60 thousand 

worth digital camera. He has earned so much money in short time 

with help of customers like prabhu angadi & friends. During hiss free 

time he used to take photos of prabhu and his sisters family. Later on 

used to charge him heavily. Poor black & white prabhu in excitement 

of seeing the color photos paid him whatever he has charged. Girls 

have actually liked prabhu when they saw his color photo taken by 

maruti but later when they saw his colorless face they rejected him. 

This is also one of the reasons why marriage got delayed. No doubt he 

is a very good photographer but he is very costly. Now he is an 

official photographer of this marriage and he is going to charge 

prabhu royally. But that does not make any difference to prabhya, as 

he will be totally discharged once the marriage is over. He himself 

needs charger after marriage. Maruti is having lifetime event. God- 

illuminate his photos 

AISHWARYA EARTH MOVERS 
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From desk to dust bin… 

                EDITORIAL BY PRASHANT K.ADUR 

 
It’s my fifth edition in last 6 years and I hope this is 

the last one. Very few mature people appreciated the 

contents of the last four. I don’t give any damn about 

what others think. I do what I feel like and enjoy what 

I do. That is what I consider is true freedom and sheer 

happiness. 

 

I dedicate this edition to our true friend Premnath 

Shindhe who is not with us anymore. We all miss him 

in every walk of our life. I would start this editorial by 

remembering our beloved friend. 

 

PREMNATH M.SHINDHE 
17 Oct 1973 - 11 Mar 2004 

 

he lived his life with full of  ecstasy 

and left his family and friends in agony, 

 

death surprised him one fine morning 

and left all of us for mourning 

 

We, the friends… 
 

What are friends? A single soul dwelling in many 

bodies…Aristotle 

 

Friend represents a world in us, a world possibly not 

born until friends arrive, and it is only by this meeting 

that a new world is born. Who finds a faithful friend, 

finds a treasure. Friend is the man who knows all 

about you, and still likes you.  

 

This editorial is especially on the topic of friends. 

Though the occasion is of marriage I have chosen the 

topic of friends and   friendship, mainly because most 

of our friends have spent more than ten years with 

each other and we are still friends and growing as 

friends even stronger. We have been associated with 

each other right from our college days, when we 

hardly had any clear idea of what we would be after 

ten years. We have all achieved success to a certain 

extent in our individual field with whatever the 

resources, intelligence and potential we had. 

Remember, no man is a failure who has friends. And 

we, the friends are proud of what we are today. We 

might have not achieved collectively but individually 

we have reached our milestones with support of each 

other. 

 

I also take this opportunity to thank all my friends 

who have helped me when I was going thru’ bad 

phase of life. Their support either it is moral or 

economical, will always be remembered and 

appreciated. My friends are my strength; otherwise 

you know how weak I am. And they are my true assets 

and my life is indebted to my friends forever. 

 

I wish and pray that let us remain as friends for at 

least lifetime. Remember, known enemy is better than 

unknown friend and you are my known friend…you 

know my flaws and I know yours.. Still we are friends 

and that is our strength. We are too old to make new 

friends now, so you remain as a friend.   

Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow. 

Don't walk behind me, I may not lead. 

Just walk beside me and be my friend. 

A GIRL WORTH million 

Algundagi Oni: According some 

sources this girl – Namita is worth 

around 0.1 million i.e. lakh rupees for 

prabhu. The reason being, prabhya has 

spent that much money in finding a girl 

for himself in last 8 years. He had 10 

leading agents booked for him to find a 

girl in the entire north Karnataka and 

two traveling agencies with tata Indica 

and sumo all the time to take prabhu 

and his friends to see the girls. But 

nothing mattered for years and the 

process went on. Agents became rich 

and travel agencies purchased new 

vehicles but prabhu did not get a single 

girl. Even some astrologers became rich 

by frequently matching the horoscope but 

they could not match a single girl for him. 

It was fun for his friends. But prabhya has 

paid every bill with the hope that he will 

get a girl. He traveled more than any 

pharmaceutical manager would travel 

and always returned with no result. Due 

to excess traveling he had back pain and 

doctors became rich later on to cure his 

back pain. From consultant to 

homeopathic doctor everybody enjoyed 

his back pain but poor prabhu suffered a 

lot. He changed agents and astrologers 

so many times but the result was same. 

His parents were always co-operative 

and they never had any demands, even 

then it was very difficult for him to find 

a girl. In some cases it was his age 

factor and in some cases it was height 

factor. You see how difficult it is when 

you are grown up and your height is not 

grown up. Poor prabhya spent lot to find 

a girl and at last he found a girl in Hubli 

only but remember with the help of 

agent and astrologer only. 

JCB FINDS A GIRL? 

Bhairikoppa: Prabhu is actually 

stinking rich and they are 

moneylenders from the ages. They 

believe in the liquid cash and could 

not make any assets in rotating the 

cash. They lend money to farmers 

more than any government 

institution does. That is one of the 

reason our honorable finance 

minister has declared that he is 

waving off the loan amount in 

order to attract farmers and take 

them away from prabhu angadi.  

Prabhu angadi and his family does 

not own a single gunta of 

agricultural land but they have 

1000 acres of land in their 

possession which they have kept as 
security (on lease) for the loan 

amount from the farmers. These two 

factors of not having own house and 

agricultural land were hindrance in 

finding a girl. Girl’s parents were 

interested in assets. But later when 

prabhu purchased JCB in association 

with Umesh Dushi things got 

changed. Wherever he went he said 

he is maintaining JCB and this 

factor built confidence in girl’s 

parents. They thought the boy who 

can maintain JCB can definitely 

maintain their daughter and hence 

he could get a girl at last. So the 

credit should go to JCB for finding 

a girl for him. 

No HDMC water? 

Water Board:  HDMC-Water 

board has decided not to release 
water for Arvindnagar on 25

th
 and 

26
th
 April due to this marriage event. 

According to the officials it is heard 

that, the request is in fact made by 

prabhu’s brother basu for not to release 

water on those days. Prabhu’s mother 

is very much found of HDMC water 

and when the corporation water comes 

once in a week it is celebration time 

for his mother. And on the day when 

water comes she does not allow even 

prabhu to go anywhere until all the 

cups and saucers are filled with 

water. Now the family members 

worry that she may even miss her 

son’s marriage if water comes on 

that day and even may not allow 

prabhu also to go to marriage. So 

they have requested not to release 

water on those days. But whole of 

Arvindnagar has to suffer due to 

this and most of the locality people 

will attend the marriage without 

bath on the day of the marriage. 

But that does not matter as 

deodorant spray is arranged at the 

main gate of marriage hall and 

hence any one can come without 

bath. Hugar & Praveen were very 

happy to hear this. 

6 mega-PIXEL WEDDING 

Flash Point: Prabhu Angadi at last fed 

up with the costly rates of maruti studio 

has purchased himself a 6-mega pixel 

digital camera. He is insisting that this 

camera should take all the marriage 

photos and maruti should be only camera 

operator not a photographer. In recent 

days prabhu has used camera whenever 

he sees any thing worth taking photo. It 

might be stone, road, plants, trees, 

monkey or namita. He mainly operates in 

night modes and he has deleted more 

photos than he has taken. He does not 

know how to download in PC; in fact he 

does not know what is PC. He can’t copy 

photos into CD. Hence the photos, which 

he has taken in his camera, are just to 
view and delete. Actually he has paid 

15000 Rs for the camera, which is very 

cheap compared to the yearly bill of 

25000 Rs of Maruti studio. Maruti used 

to take prabhu to any nearby garden 

whenever he is free and take his 

photos. There is also a rumor that 

prabhu’s marriage got delayed because 

some girls rejected him after seeing 

maruti’s photos. 
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JCB at SPARES COST? 

Deshpande Nagar: You know how 

Kaustubh saunshikar got his 3
rd

 JCB? 

Very simple. He sold one machine to 

Prabhu and Dushi; he got his commission 

on that machine as usual. Later on 

whenever there was breakdown of 

machine, prabhu has to purchase spares 

from Kaustubh only, as per the terms. 

From tire to hoist pipe and operator to 

helper everything was arranged by 

Kaustubh and prabhu is glad for the same. 

But the amount of spares was so high that 

Kaustubh made arrangement of marginal 

money for another machine in that 

spares commission. Now Kaustubh owns 

another machine and he has kept this 

information secret. Even uday patil does 

not know about it and now Kaustubh 

owns more machine than uday patil and 

he is also planning for one more 

machine of worth 48 lakhs. For him it is 

like Sell one and buy one- dealing. No 

doubt Kaustubh works very hard and he 

is ambitious but the spares selling 

business is making money for Kaustubh 

and his company. 

GUN MEN SECURITY 

Bangalore: Off late hugar is visiting Hubli at least once 

in a month and meeting at least praveen whenever he 

comes. Though as usual he does not call any body when 

he comes and if you meet him accidentally, he talks to 

you like a fast friend. He is not coming to Hubli with 

desire to meet his friends and parents. Actually he is 

summoned by Belgaum court to attend some old case 

which is pending since he was in Vijay Karnataka. So 

on the way to Belgaum he visits Hubli and expenses are 

paid by police who brings him from Bangalore. So 

government is paying T.A / D.A. Other wise how can 

you expect him to come and meet his friends at his own 

cost. Actually he expects the case in Belgaum to 

continue as long as possible so that he can enjoy visiting 

Hubli. He was involved in lot of illegal activities when 

he was in Vijay Karnataka but only one case was 

registered and his friends in Hubli have solved rest of 

the cases. Now he is doing fine in Prajavani and 

enjoying his position there. His specialty is doing 

politics in journalism. So he is likely to become political 

bureau chief at the earliest. He knows whose ass to kiss 

and when he has to kiss. He is very opportunistic and 

pretends as optimistic. He still has only one son and 

dares to express his desire for another one in front of his 

wife. Subhas hugar is classmate of prabhu angadi right 

from 8th standard. They are of same caste and height but 

hugar got married when he realized that his height would 

not grow any further. Prabhu waited another ten years with 

the hope that his height will grow but it did not. Now 

prabhu and Hugar’s son are of same height. Prabhu is 

seriously thinking of arranging for summon through Singh 

to Hugar in order to attend his marriage. Even hugar’s wife, 

who is Brahmin by birth and culture, has also tried 

sincerely to find a girl for prabhu with her Lingayat 

connections but she also like others could not get success. 

Now hugar is expected to attend this marriage with police 

constable. 

Torvi-Hakkal: Gunmen security is 

provided, not for Prabhu but for 

Umesh & Singh. In fact they were 

glad to hear this news. According to 

sources it is said that, this was 

discussed in vidhansoudha & police 

have decided to provide gunmen 

security for these two, as these two 

are prominent Hindu leaders & it is 

required for them in order to keep the 

communal harmony in the city. Both 

of them were excited with the news. 

But some sources in the police 

department also say that, police 

department is fed up with these two 

guys for their frequent strikes & 

clashes with corporation officers. 

Now if these two carry out any 

further irritating strikes, police have 

decided not to arrest them but to 

shoot them at sight. So the sharp 

shooters are disguised in the form of 

security gunmen & they will be 

always with Singh & Umesh. Few 

months before, Singh had threatening 

call from some local guy and guy 

was arrested but for Umesh no one 

will take pain of making call, they 

will kill him directly. So it is time for 

both of them to be more careful now, 

as they will be having sharp shooter 

with them always.  

Medar Oni: Subhas Hebballi another 

moneylender who used to lend the 

money by taking money from big money 

lenders like prabhu has expressed his 

happiness over this marriage. He says it 

is high time that prabhu would have 

been married. According to him having 

wife is like having glass of wine, you 

will always have urge to have one more. 

That is the reason hebballi got married 

once again and he is enjoying his newly 

married life once again. Now he heads 

among all the friends with two official 

marriages. Rests of the friends are 

suffering to maintain one wife and are 

not as lucky as Hebballi  

Yojna Events  …..looses the event 

Sutaria Complex: Yojna events, the leading event 

management company of Hubli-Dharwad has lost this 

mega event of Prabhu Angadi’s marriage. Yojna events 

has started its new branch of Yojna media recently under 

which it has started doing advertising agency. The CEO of 

the company shashwat Pujar wanted to launch Yojna 

matrimony by taking this event but now he is truly 

disappointed. According to prabhu, Yojna events have 

been doing mainly corporation events so far & they are 

good in it, but he feels his wedding is not a corporation 

event & needs high skill to manage. Dushi, a close friend 

of shashwat tried to get this project for him but adamant 

prabhu refused this project. Shashwat has been telling 

every one that his company is of corporate level but 

prabhu thought it as a corporation level company because 

he does not understand the difference between 

corporate & corporation. So he does not want a 

corporation level company to do his wedding 

arrangements. And more over Yojna events is very 

costly event Management Company & you have to 

make another charity event to raise fund to clear their 

bill. Prabhu who has already spent too much in 

searching a girl, does not want to spend much for this 

marriage. Hence the launching of Yojna Matrimony is 

postponed & probably it will be launched for its CEO 

Shashwat’s marriage. 

PETKAR peth se hai…. 

Priyadarshini Colony: Vishnu     petkar 

another short pitch spearheads of the city 

and classmate of prabhu angadi is expecting 

baby at any moment from now. Doctors 

have advised him not travel much and not 

to meet his old friends and hence he is not 

in touch with any of his friends after his 

marriage. Till his marriage he wanted his all 

friends for his support and everybody 

helped him but after marriage he has 

suddenly stopped seeing his friends. He is 

married to a local accountant and now she 

is keeping his account very tight. As she 

is too busy to conceive, petkar is carrying 

in order to help his wife. He will not be 

seeing his friends till his delivery.   

 

 

CONTACT 

9448641355 

WE DIG   

DEEPER 

THAN KAUSTUB 

Gadag: The former personal secretary 

to present Member of Parliament, Shri 

Sudhir Singh Ghorpade is missing all 

this fun due to his leg injury and he is 

taking rest in gadag. He was traveling in 

a local city bus in Dharwad when he 

heard the prabhu’s marriage news. He 

got so excited that he jumped from a 

running bus and injured his leg. When 

he was in Hubli he was very close 

associative of prabhu and they have 

spent lot of time together in M.P Office. 

During those days it was also known as 

U.P office as Umesh and Prabhu used to 

be there everyday. Ghorpade –a nice 

gentleman with army background, had a 

very good relation with everyone (better 

than M.P). Now Ghorpade will be missing 

this mega event but he is in touch with 

Prabhu and advising him that marrying a 

girl is also like jumping from a running 

bus, luck depends on where you fall. But it 

is inevitable; prabhu is not only dying to 

jump from the running bus but he is also 

trying to catch the running train. 

Ghorpade misses all 

the fun 

SHRI.VIJAYALAXMI EARTH MOVERS 

HEBBALLI …heads! 

HUMPTY HUGAR- summoned 
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Club Canteen: Yet another classmate of prabhu with same 

height - manjunath raikar has expressed his happiness on 

this event. He says prabhu should have been married long 

back and by this time he should have been father to two or 
three kids. Manjunath raikar a Konkani -who is blessed with 

girl child few years before is saving everything for his daughter 

marriage. He spent so much for his undergarments, shaving kit 

etc during his marriage that, he is still using the same pair of 

undergarments since then along with his four brothers and a 

father. They brought first shaving blade after 2 years of his 

marriage. That means they used one Gillette mach3 blade for 2 

years. Even two pairs of jockey undergarments are used 

between five brothers and a father for more than 3 years. 

Thank god his brothers are not married, otherwise they should 

have shared contraceptives also. It is height of cleanliness. 

Manjunath raikar who celebrated his daughter’s first birthday 

few months before said he is pleased with daughter, as there 

were no female children in the family. When Prabhu asked 

him about his first night experience Raikar told that he is a 

man of words not of deeds and hence he only discussed with 

his wife consecutively for three nights and then the practical 

took place. Raikar is science student and he knows that theory 

is more difficult than practical so he only discussed first few 

nights with his wife and then did the practical. Prabhu is really 

worried and he has started talking now itself so that first night 

he can directly attend practical. Now Prabhu speaks not less 

than 3 hours every day and night with namita. He is 

theoretically very expert now and he is waiting for practical. 

Rotten Raikar Ruined…! Fiancée’s free talk 

time.. Srinath Complex: BSNL has come 

out with new scheme called as fiancée 

free talk time in which you can talk to 

your fiancée at any time on mobile at 

free of cost. Even picture messages 

and MMS are also absolutely free. 

You have to register your fiancée 

number at BSNL office and avail the 

scheme. This scheme is basically 

launched to help prabhu and namita. 

He is taking the benefit of the scheme 

by talking whenever possible. This is 

applicable only for pre-paid 

connections. Now Umesh Dushi is 

also seriously considering having one 

fiancée for availing the scheme. This 

scheme is not valid for married people 

and Singh is disappointed. 

Shastrimath expected 

MARK   TAILOR 

Durgad Bail /Dalal Street: Gold rates are likely to increase due to 

this marriage as prabhu is expected to purchase more than 500 gms of 

gold. This is the last marriage and hence his father has decided to 

celebrate it royally. Prabhu is expected to wear all sorts of ornaments 

on that day except mangalasootra. Gold ornaments looks rich on him 

as he has dark color skin. According to some sources he never had any of 

his own ornaments so far. Whatever he was wearing so far was belonging 

to his customers who have taken loan from him and kept these ornaments 

as security or on lease. This is first chance that Prabhu is wearing his own 

gold ornaments. Sensex is correcting heavily due to global cues and 

selling pressure by local institutions. Prabhu has instructed his fund 

manager Prakash Raikar to sell all the holdings and even mutual funds 

in order to raise the fund for his marriage. Due to this sensex is likely 

to correct even further till the marriage is over. Once prabhu starts 

investing in market from the cash he collects as gift, market may pick 

up. Initially he was thinking of opening an IPO for collecting the 

funds for the marriage but Kaustubh explained him that IPO can’t be 

opened for this kind of event but suggested him to go for NFO (New 

Fund Offer). But prabhu has decided to issue SIP (Systematic 

Investment Plan) coupons in his name to all the friends and they have 

to invest as a gift to prabhu. Once the market is up prabhu will convert 

those SIP into SWP (Systematic Withdrawal Plan) and will enjoy the 

amount. And more over food will not be served to those who do not 

have DEMAT ACCOUNT.  

Manipal Center: prabhudev 

Shastrimath, old friend of Prabhya 

who is well settled in Bangalore 

and working for Udayvani is 

expected to attend this marriage. 

He is married long back and it 

seems he has a son but he is yet 

to disclose this to his Hubli 

friends. He is married to another 
journalist and it seems they are 

quarrelling every day for a column. 

Though they can’t write in a single 

column, but still they are staying 

under the same roof made up of 

four columns. He is hardly in touch 

with any of his friends in Hubli but 

prabhu has invited him for the 

marriage with hope that everybody 

will see his fucking face before they 

forget it. 

GOLD RATES…. to hike, SENSEX …to correct 

GENTS LADIES TYPE DESIGNER 

BY. PRAVEEN BAGADE 

@ KURDIKERI BUILDING 

NEAR PADMA TALKIES -HUBLI 

Pole ad- invitation 
Kusugal Road: Prabhu has decided to use the pole ad 

boards of Kusugal road as invitation cards. His friend 

Singh has constructed this road divider  (median) with 

bunch of partners and pole ads are not sold so far due to 

high rates and hence he is utilizing these boards as 

marriage invitation. Even he is planning to use gokul road 

pole ads also as his marriage is scheduled in gokul road. 

Local TV channel will do the telecast of the marriage till 

night and after that it will be live on FTV’s mid night hot. 

All marriage ads will be given to Drishti Enterprises, which 

is also owned by Subhas Singh. Flex banners will be 

designed by Hemant Hegde and will be tied on the main 

roads of Hubli by Mahendra Kautal. Ganvari Brothers will 

be the official printers of the marriage card. Santosh 

Chavhan - the corporator candidate of Gokul road area is 

expected to attend the marriage to beg votes for the coming 

election. Prominent leaders of BJP like M.P and Revenue 

Minister are expected to attend the marriage. 

Akshay Park:  The non-practicing LLM- lawyer, Self-advertising 

Advertisement agent, unrealistic Real estate agent and a corporation level 

contractor who has constructed speed breaker type road median- Mr.Subhas 

Singh Jamadar has sighed heavily when he heard this news. It came as 

surprise to him as he was of the opinion that prabhya would never select a girl 

and even if he selects a girl, a girl would reject him. Though it has happened a 

couple of times before, when prabhya has selected a girl but girl family has 

refused prabhya. It is mainly because girl’s father always thought prabhya is yet to 

grow (looking at his height) and so they decided to wait for some time till he 

grows. Singh also tried couple of times to find a girl for him but thank got it did 

not materialize otherwise prabhya’s married life would have been indebted to 

Singh forever. The issue of prabhya searching a girl was talk of the town for 

Singh and his friends for years. He always criticized him for his laziness and 

lack of making decision fast, which is very true. Prabhu has actually missed some 

good girls (now they are mother of two children) because of his laziness. He was 

so lazy in taking decision for any girl that, by the time he decides to marry her, the 

girl is married to someone else. Even there is rumor that prabhu had actually seen 

Namita’s elder sister few years before and he had gone very recently to say- 
yes to her but by that time she was married (she has 3 children now). It was 

then he saw this little girl accidentally and decided to marry her in place of her 

elder sister. That is how he got this girl. If he had delayed any further in 

taking decision, he would have married her elder sister’s daughter.  

Is not it?…………  Please don’t tell this to Namita and her sister. 

SUBHAS  - SINGH…SIGHS! 

WE CREATE EVENT FOR YOU 
Finding event is also event for us. 

 

WE ALSO UNDERTAKE CORPORATE & 

CORPORATION EVENTS 
 

CONTACT 

9448376432 
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Green Garden: Prabhu is using second hand shamiyana for 

his marriage. Can you believe this? But it is true. On 24
th

 at 

the same venue Ritti family is arranging Marriage reception. 

And all the decoration, lighting and flower arrangements 

will be carry forwarded for the next two days for his 

marriage. The Pendal contractor has agreed and he is 

charging half of the original rate. Even Ritti family does not 

mind it. But prabhu has asked contractor to change the 

names and flowers on the wedding day. Contractor may 

change the names but flowers? Doubtful. So when you see 

grand decoration and stage while entering the marriage hall, 

don’t get excited. It is all second hand. When prabhu has so 

much money why should he do like this? But when asked 

about this, he said he has already spent more money in 

finding a girl and hence he is reducing the cost as much as 

possible. The engagement will be on 25
th

 evening and 

generator will be used for lighting the garden. Actually he 

wanted to go for engagement without lighting but Prasad 

suggested him that let the lights be used as Ritti family is 

sharing the generator cost also. There will be one lord ganapthi 

idol in front of the stage & every body should pray and put 100 

Rs and then see the couples. If you present gifts only prabhu 

and ignore ganapthi, lord ganapthi may mind it. The collected 

amount of ganapthi will be used for paying the pendal 

charges and remaining amount will be used for catering. So 

please do put some more money in front of lord ganapthi. 

Second hand SHAMIYANA 

Lamington Road Branch: Life Insurance Corporation of India has 

sacked Prabhu’s agency with effective from March 14, 2007. Most of us 

were not aware that he was LIC agent also. He failed miserably as LIC 

agent, as he could not get minimum required policies. He started doing 

LIC agency with hope that he will get girl considering his agency but that 

also did not help him. People started giving him only children policy 

looking at his height. Some policies he has made are being paid by him 

only in order to retain the agency but how long he can pay from his 

pocket and remain as agent? Interestingly his own policies are already 

lapsed due to non-payment of premium. At last LIC has decided to take 

back his agency and relieve him from the burden. There is also a rumor 

that he used to give loan to public keeping LIC policy bonds as security 

and he used to charge 3 % monthly interest on the loan amount. Once the 

party becomes defaulter he used to surrender the policy and take the 

money from LIC. By doing this LIC was loosing the customer and 

customer was loosing policy amount. Only prabhu gained from this 

transaction. LIC managers at last noticed this fact and they have sacked 

his agency and have requested him not to give loan on LIC bonds. Prabhu 

has agreed and he has changed his plan now. He is giving the loan to his 

customer and asking them to take one MONEY PLUS policy in his name 

for the loan amount making his wife as nominee. LIC is also happy as 

they are getting new policies. But prabhu has not forgotten the interest. 

He is charging them just 3 % per month. 

DRISHTI ENTERPRISES 

.  
 

Tennis ball player …prepares for Leather ball 

CONTACT FOR ADVERSE ADS. 

Special discount for Matrimony and sad 

demise news. No service tax. 
Better rates than Yojna- media. 

9448103221 
 

His height is so short that when he bowls, his fastest ball does not reaches 
the batsman end. He enjoys beach cricket and jungle cricket. When he plays 

jungle cricket he behaves like junglee and while on the beach he takes catches 

like catching fish in the sea. If gets out for the first ball, it is not out and if the 

ball touches the handle of the bat and is caught…. that is also not out. 

According to him handle is not a part of the bat. Whatever he says is right and 

games should end with his team winning otherwise he will make you to play 

one more game. No matter where you are and how tired you are. So remember 

please do not defeat him, it is for your betterment only. But one more 

interesting factor is, he has been playing cricket so far with the tennis ball but 

after marriage he has to play with leather ball and with guards, pads and 

helmet on. Already he has ordered for guards and pads of his size.. Kaustubh 

has given him old JCB yellow helmet. So prabhu should practice with leather 

ball now, which he is doing regularly once or twice in a week in Neersagar 

and Nuggikeri. We hope he has done a good net practice and now after 

marriage, once he starts full pitch games with leather ball, it is interesting to 

watch whether he still wants only to bat or would he like to hold a ball for 

while.  Come on prabhu…. BUCK UP, BUCK UP……Catch the ball. Take 

it…easy. easy ..man. 

Anchatgeri: Prabhu is likely to book 60 x 40 site in anchatgeti village 

under golden hill Lock Company. Actually company people have 

suggested him to book 30x40 sites looking at his height. Prabhu who 

owns land in city since last 20 years could not construct a home and now 

he is planning to own a land out of the city. God knows when he will 

construct a house there. Prabhu is booking a site there because Prasad is 

booking and prabhu can’t live without having Prasad as a neighbor. And 

prabhu has plan of expanding his interest market in other places and hence 

now people in Anchatgeti also can avail loan from him. Praveen and Kaustubh 

also have booked 3 sites, one in their name, second one on their wife name 

and third one? Guess. ………. No…. not on daughter’s name…keep guessing. 

L.I.C. SACKS AGENCY! 

West Indies: The half pitch player and mostly the 

captain of all winning games prabhu angadi is 

preparing for the full pitch games after marriage. 

He is very good half pitch player and cross bat 

batsman. If the ball touches his bat, ball disappears 

for six. His fielding is shabby and running between 

the wickets is better than Yuvrajsingh. Some times 

Yorker delivery of Singh becomes bouncer for him 
and if the real bouncer is bowled he looks at it like 

watching star on the sky.  

Royal Palace: Everybody had plenty of parties from 

Prabhu. He has given party for every reason you have 

asked for. He has given party whenever he has seen a 

girl, whether the girl liked him or not, that does not 

matter. He has given at least one bachelor party every 

year with the hope that before the next party he will get 

a girl. He has celebrated birthday every year and he has 

given a party for that. His mama comes from Sagar and 

he gives the party. There were no reasons for giving 

party. And he has always invited everyone for the party 

including those who have never given party to anyone. 

Especially Singh and Kaustubh, who attend and force 

others for party, have not given party to any body for any 

reason. Both had good reasons for throwing party but never 

used this opportunity. Kaustubh was not so before marriage 

but after marrying Konkani girl and giving birth to another 

Konkani girl, he is saving everything for his wife, daughter 

and JCB. But he spends when occasion calls for, may not 

be as a party. But Singh who is making good money and 

eats pure non-veg in others party has never given party. 

Probably he might also be saving for his daughter. For 

every party, vodka is official drink and once Singh joins, 

he will order some tadka (spice items) non-veg item in 

order to match the bill of alcohol, as he does not drink. And 

once the party ends it is followed by gutka. These items are 

official for any party. Praveen bagade takes all the three. 

Singh takes only tadka, Mts Prasad takes only Gutka and 

Kaustubh takes only Vodka. It does not matter who gives 

the party and why, but it certainly gives the opportunity 

for everyone of to meet. So let us PARTY. 

GOLDEN HILL LOCK after WED-LOCK 

TADKA, VODTKA AND GUTKA ! 
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Tailor’s shop: Prabhu angadi is very childish in nature though his age is 

very matured. Not only his height has not grown but his mind also has 

stopped growing after his high school days. He still talks like child and 

some times acts like child. His friends are already parents and hence they 

take care of prabhu and they don’t mind his childishness. He is not 

serious about anything and anybody. He does not keep any commitment. 

He does not have time sense and the importance of work. He may miss 

deals of worth lakhs if corporation water comes at home. And when his 

Sagar mama comes, he dedicates himself to him and forgets rest of the 

world. And he goes to Sagar with his mama because Sagar mama feels 

boring while driving back to Sagar and prabhu gives him company. It takes 

him at least three days to decide whether to go back to Hubli or not. And 

once he decides, it takes another three – four days to catch bus and reach 

Hubli. Any important work in Hubli has to wait till he lands from Sagar. 

He collects his mama’s money from the market if he tells him but forgets 

to collect his interest money from the customer. He gets bored in 

depositing the money to bank and hence gives huge amount to his friends 

just to keep with them till he is free to deposit in bank. His attitude is 

same in every work either it is money matter or family matter. He does 

not have time to take his parents to clinic but he will be fighting for some 

social cause in corporation with Umesh and Singh. 
 

With this attitude he started searching for a girl in the yearly 90’s and got 

the girl in the year 2006. Initially he was not serious in searching a girl also. 

He never kept any commitments towards marriage brokers and always 

delayed in seeing the girls. And even he delayed in deciding the girls. He 

was looking for some Aishwarya kind of girl and kept on rejecting so 

many good-looking girls. Once he realized that he couldn’t get such girl, 

he decided to settle for any available girl. By that time it was very 

difficult for him to get girl due to age and height factor. He struggled a lot 

and spent a lot before he could get this girl. He battled for wife more than 

a patient in ICU battles for his life. 

CHILDISH PRABHU BATTLED FOR WIFE PRESS FRIENDS… DELIGHTED 
Press Club: Prabhu Angadi though he is not much literate 

had a very good relation with all the press people, who are 

also hardly literate. They enjoy each other’s company very 

much. The close one’s among the press friends are Abbas 

and Manu aiyappa. Abbas got married last year and since 

then he is disappeared in Burkha. Manu aiyappa is 

searching for a girl since last one decade. Manu does very 

good throw bowling with pace. But the way he squeezes the 

ball while bowling and the way he turns the ball mercilessly 

while bowling worries girls to marry him. Manu who is 

working for Times of India is good journalist, but his talent 

seems to be wasted in Hubli, as all unethical and communist 

journalists are around him. He got rid off some of them (not 

Hugar) but still there are plenty. Manu whose mobile 

number ends with 90120 is very busy in night with these 

page3 friends enjoying 90-120 vodka in his bachelor 

quarters. It is not that he takes only 90 or 120 ml but he 

takes 90 or 120 ml at a sip. He is enjoying his bloody life in 

Hubli. Actually prabhu enjoys company of all the press 

reporters as they also like gossiping. Prabhu and company 

keep on opposing one or the other issues in the city and this 

fact gives news to the press reporters and hence they keep 

good relation with Prabhu.  

Namita not Nervous…….. 

J.K.School: Namita the fiancée of Prabhu is not at all 

nervous. She says, she is handling upper kinder garden 

(UKG) children in a school and hence it would not be much 

tougher job for her to handle prabhu. She was a teacher in 

J.K.School, handling nursery classes. She was teaching 

alphabets, rhymes and stories in the school and she has to 

continue teaching the same to prabhu once the marriage is 

over. As prabhu is from Kannada medium his English is as 

poor as his height. So he is prepared to learn after marriage. It 

would be like Adult education in the night school. Now in the 

night prabhu will be singing “ Twinkle..Twinkle little star “ 

with stinking star in a mouth. Prabhu was never interested in 

learning. He always believed in earning, hence his education 

tumbled. He has completed B.A degree with great difficulty 

and even he has passed English subject in Kannada. Now he 
has good opportunity to learn English thru’ namita. Some 

sources also say that she likes kids very much and that is 

the reason she has accepted prabhu at a first sight. Actually 

she also looks like a kid and it would be like children 

marriage on 26
th
 of April. Prabhu has brought a new Samsung 

mobile for her and they keep pressing the buttons in the 

night. They talk hours together in the night and hardly sleep. 

Because of this, she was asked to resign from her J.K.School 

job as she was dozing in school instead of teaching. 

CHEW MANICKCHAND, 

TO KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT. 

SPIT MANICKCHAND ON OTHERS FACE, 

TO KEEP THEIR MOUTH SHUT 

 
 

NO BRIBE  …ONLY BRIDE 

Divate Oni: Angadi family has decided not to take single paise of 

dowry from the girl’s family. Though they can get handsome money 

from them, they have decided not to take anything from their family. It 

is against their status and reputation. Angadi family does not leave 

single paise of interest from the party and counts every penny every 

day. The news of not taking dowry surprised many people but few 

appreciated their decision. But some sources within the family also say 

that actually Angadi family was not getting girl for their last son and 

hence when Namita’s family accepted their alliance, they have 

decided not to take any dowry as they are getting girl at last. Some 

sources even say that actually prabhu’s family has paid heavy amount 

in order to take the girl from that family. The family was really 

worried as they were not getting a girl for prabhu and age was aging 

and head was graying day by day. The only thing that was not growing 

was his height. His mother was too worried. She decided not to eat 

sweets till her son gets engaged but nothing materialized and at last 

she decided not to eat even diabetic tablets till her son gets a girl. It 

was then god opened his eyes and blessed prabhu with wife. Now his 

mother is very happy and she is eating both sweets and diabetic 

tablets. Even his sister Avvi is also delighted when the girl was 

finalized. Avvi is very potential decision maker in the family and 

without her consent nothing moves in the family. From door mat to 

Roommate prabhu decides every thing as per his sister’s choice. And 

the great thing is she does not take disadvantage of this. She is really 

good and kind. She is very systematic and well planned. Prabhu really 

gets tensed when she comes to Hubli and will be very busy catering to 

her children, till she goes back to Sagar. 

RAIKAR’S COURT CANTEEN 

WE SERVE LIKE SUMMONS, 
OUR PREPARATION IS AS FAST 

AS THE JUDGEMENT AND 
WE CHARGE LESSER THAN LAWYER. 

OUR QUALITY IS QUANTITY. 
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  D  I  S  C  L  A  I  M  E  R    
 

THIS    PAPER IS   BASICALLY FOR   MATURE,  HUMOUROUS   AND   CREATIVE  PEOPLE   AND  ITS CONTENTS ARE  NOT TRUE. ALL THE 

CHARACTERS   MENTIONED  IN  THIS  PAPER  ARE  FICTITIOUS.  IF   YOUR NAME AND   CHARACTER   RESEMBLES    WITH ANY OF THE 

CHARACTERS   MENTIONED   IN   THE   PAPER,  IT IS  JUST A  MATTER  OF  COINCIDENCE.  THIS PAPER IS NOT EDITED FOR  SPELLING AND 

GRAMMAR   KEEPING  YOUR     ENGLISH   KNOWLEDGE  IN  A  MIND.   YOUR   STINKING COMMENTS CAN BE SENT TO prashant@adur.org 
 

Worried Wonderful Wives Club…Welcomes! 

Kids Point: Our next generation is very glad to hear the news of Prabhu 

uncle getting married. Though they have expressed different opinions when 

contacted, the general mood is very glad. Some of the kids have quoted 

about this marriage as below. 

Shashank Angadi (son of prabhu’s brother): I am glad that prabhu kaka 

is marrying at last. Only my mother was working in the family so far, now 

new kaku also has to work. My mother is relieved. I hope now kaka will 

also obey the orders of kaku like my father. 

Spoorthi Kori (daughter of Prabhu’s sister): We love our mama. He is 

great mama. And we are very happy. He takes care of us when we come to 

Hubli. He takes me for shopping and swimming pool. I love photo and 

prabhu mama takes lot of my photos. He is good so far and we are hoping 

that he does not change after namita mami comes. We are getting new 

clothes and we are celebrating. 

Sagar Hugar (son of Subhas Hugar): I am happy that prabhu mama got 

married. I know how difficult it is for a giddu people to get marry. Luckily 

my father fell in love with my mother, otherwise my father also would have 

been suffered and I would have never existed. 

Prachi Saunshikar (daughter of Kaustubh Saunshikar): I am really 

happy for prabhu mama. You know my papa got him new JCB and my 

mother helped him in getting this girl. You know my Amma; she is also 

teacher like namita aunty. Even my father has 3 JCB you know. 

Pari Prasad (daughter of Prasad): Thank god, my mother and me are 

really happy. U know for everything prabhu uncle wants my father. Can’t 

he understand that my father is married sales man? U know, how difficult it 

is for my father to give some time for family and prabhu uncle spoils that 

also. We are just waiting for this marriage to over so that my father’s 

burden will be over. I wish at least after marriage he should stop calling my 

father for everything. 

Pratham Adur (son of Prashant Adur): I am happy that prabhya avnoun 

hussolemaga…. sorry..Sorry.. Prabhu mama is getting married at last. It 

seems he is my father’s classmate. I don’t know why his marriage is 

delayed. At first looking at his height I thought he might be son of my 

father’s friend and I used to call him Anna but later on I realized that he is a 

friend of my father. Randika….sorry…can’t help it. It is hereditary. 

Mansi Jamadar (daughter of Subhas Singh Jamadar): yeah! This is 

great to hear; some one from my father’s generation is marrying. That’s 

really great. Prabhu chacha bahut giddu hai lekin achche hai. You know last 

Sunday we had been to tailor chacha’s house for lunch. He was sleeping 

even at 2 pm. . It seems tailor chacha sleeps more than his daughter. Tailor 

chacha bahut sote hai.. He is always sleeping.... But you know, my father 

wakes up very early in the morning and he goes for RSS shakha. One 

should be active like my father 

Krisha Bagade (daughter of Praveen Bagade): I am really happy for 

prabhu uncle. He is the first boy whom I have seen just after few hours of 

my birth and I was glad that he was bachelor. But now I am disappointed. 

 

GENERATION NEXT ….. VERY GLAD 

Krishnabhavan: Santosh Chavhan… yes the same Marathi guy 

who got married to a Brahmin girl last year is thinking of 

contesting for corporation election. He has some high 

responsibility in BJP and he will get ticket very easily. He is yet 

another potential leader of Hubli-Dharwad and he is at par with 

Dushi and Singh. Problem with Dushi is – he has short temper 

and Problem with Singh is  - he has wide mouth. But Santosh is 

very smart and selfish. He knows how to get the work from 

everybody. And please note that without selfish-interest he does 

not involve in any of the strikes and agitations. He has got very 

good relation with press and police department and uses that 

power everywhere. God knows what he does for living but what 

really matters is he is living. He knows all the bar and hotel 

owners in the city and recently he has fought for them against 

corporation laws.  Santosh Chavhan has expressed his happiness 

over selection of girl for prabhu. He calls prabhu as Anna and 

now he is in a mood of celebration. And he is eagerly waiting for 

bachelor party. He also attends every party like Singh but does 

not gives party to any body. Shashwat says that the Nathu’s mind 

is behind all the activities done by Santosh. That may be true also, 

but it would be very heavy for Santosh to carry Nathu’s mind. 

Both of these have done lot of politics in organization where they 

were before. They were very irritating but yet inevitable part of 

the organization. Now Chavhan has every chance of getting ticket 

of corporation election as he is always behind the ministers and 

Member of Parliament. He has all the qualification that is required 

for being politician and he has   godfather in Bangalore. He 

should get the ticket, as he deserves it. He will be starting his 

election campaign on the marriage day and on the same stage as 

the marriage hall lies in the same constituency. So please vote and 

elect Santosh Chavhan of BJP. 

 

Miss - CALL - Girl 
 
BSNL office: Namita is off late called as miss call girl as she 

gives miss calls to prabhu whenever she feels like talking to 

him. And prabhu very sincerely calls her back irrespective of 

where he is and with who he is. Once she calls, rest of the 

world does not matter to prabhu at all. God knows what is 

there to talk so much but she gives at least a dozen miss calls 

per day. Even there is rumor that they exchange flying kisses 

over mobile phone. And when they meet personally on every 

Wednesday they exchange physical kisses. Prabhu does not 

send much SMS as he can’t type in English but he only 

forwards other’s SMS. For prabhu she is an outgoing call and 

for her he is an incoming call. Both of these delete others calls 

and only receive each other’s calls. 

Gossip Point: Wives club welcomes prabhu’s decision to marry and they are delighted as they are getting one more member. The President 

and Founder member Mrs.Geeta Hugar has expressed her happiness and she welcomes prabhu’s decision to marry Namita. She said that she 

feels pity for the short boys and that is the reason she had chosen Subhas Hugar. She understands how difficult it is to find a girl for short 

boys. According to her Hugar would have remained bachelor if she has not married him. The general secretary Mrs. Rupa Saunshikar said, 

she is also very glad and she claims that she had very vital role in convincing the girl’s parents and she expects prabhu to be grateful to her for 

that. Prabhu has accepted this and he is really obliged to Mrs.Saunshikar. Actually he is obliged to everyone including namita for marrying him. 

Wives club has already prepared to train namita about how to treat husband and how to harass him. Mrs. Prerana Adur is suggesting her to keep her 

husband lean so that she will not be over loaded in the night by his weight. Mrs. Rupa Singh is teaching her how to keep husbands in total control. 

These two will also teach her how to maintain slim body even after the first delivery. Presently they are teaching the same to Mrs.Rupa Bagade. Mrs. 

Shobha Prasad has given her a list of things that should be demanded every week from the husband. Mrs. Anand Chandavari is suggesting her to keep 

an eye always on husband. According to her they are not trust worthy. She thinks everybody’s husband as police. Mrs.Saunshikar is teaching 

her how to handle JCB owners at home. According to her these JCB Owners treat their wives also like JCB machine and expects them to 

work 14 hours a day. She also claims that these husbands spend so much for the JCB Spares but where as for wife and her spares they hardly 

spend. Mrs.Bagade has advised namita to spray white phenyl in husband’s mouth in the night to avoid the stinking smell of gutka. She says 

she is glad that her husband sleeps half of the day so his consumption of gutka is less than prabhu. Mrs.Adur and Mrs.Saunshikar have 

suggested her to take some port wine once in a while as it gives color to the body and purifies the blood. Mrs. Singh and Mrs.Bagade have 

suggested her to eat non-veg once in a while so that it increases the weight. Namita is so confused with these ideas that she has to reconsider 

whether to invite these wives for the marriage or not. She is a decent girl and she treats vodka and water as the same because both are 

colorless. These wives will spoil her once she joins their club. God save her from these always worried, wonderful wives. 

Corporator Chavhan… Celebrates. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


